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Conduits Installation
I am available to perform the landing gear push-pull cables [aka conduits]
installation on your Comanche at your site or in my hangar in Naples, FL. At the
same time you might also consider the installation of the landing gear wiring
harnesses if not previously replaced, see below.
Please have the following completed. Remove the front seats, inboard seat
belts, carpet, and inboard seat tracks [remove all 4 seat tracks if they are on top
of the carpet]. The rear bench-type seat should either be removed or moved into the
baggage area; remove the insulation blanket if it is still there. You may have to
remove the rear seat arm rests to extract the seat. If you have individual rear
seats, the pans below the seats need to be removed also.
The labor for the conduits is $1000 and includes all the hardware and
other stuff [see photo next page] required that don’t come with the conduits as
purchased or offered for that matter. Count on 1–1/2 to 2 days for me to do one
conduit installation complete with the required gear post-procedure adjustments
as outlined in the Piper Comanche Service Manual.

Landing gear wiring harness installation
The typical Comanche landing gear electrical harness-related malfunction is
a delayed gear-down GREEN light or no GREEN light. Another, but less-common
malfunction [non-harness related] is the gear-up AMBER light or an open 30amp
circuit breaker. Also consider that it’s probably the time to replace the harness
and switches due to age; an original can be a very scary thing to look at. If you are
so inclined, crawl under there and examine those harnesses. Don’t ignore a
potential contributing factor to a gear-up landing.
The cost for a rectangular switch kit is $645; $1099 to $1162 for the
round switch versions, plus installation; installation labor for the rectangular
switch versions is $400; $350 for the round switch versions. The advantages for
you are guaranteed correct installation, and assured pricing with no learningcurve surprises to affect you. Installation usually requires 6 to 7 hours. Expect
an FBO first-timer to double this time spent, and would be difficult for someone to
estimate without experience. The manual included, if you purchase the kit, is very
descriptive and will make installation for anyone much simpler than going-it-alone.
The minimum equipment requirements at your installation site: a hangar with
hard-surfaced floor, electricity, extension cords; lights, a fan, jacks, and
adequate tail weight.
If you are considering taking advantage of this opportunity please call me to
make those arrangements.
Lots of happy customers, and references available.
Best regards, Matt Kurke, A&P, ICS
©2008 Comanche Gear
Let’s keep ‘em flying!
Check the WEBSITE for more Comanche information
I haven’t been there lately to update it; maybe some hacker can do that for me!
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Bagged hardware plus other components.

Special wrench used to tighten the castle nuts.
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Note the Teflon® chafe strips at the spar.

Landing gear wiring harness kit.

